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We present a detailed microphotoluminescence study of the long-range strain fields surrounding threading
dislocations as well as their interaction and pattern formation in GaN bulk crystals. The stress patterns are
detected by tiny energy shifts of the near-band-edge spectral lines and show a dipolelike stress state around the
dislocation core of edge- or mixed-type dislocations, with an angular orientation coinciding with high-
symmetry crystal directions. We detect tens of micrometers long linear lineups of edge dislocations with
sizable effects on the local strain states and photoluminescence peak positions. With continuum elastic strain
simulations, we demonstrate that the observed patterns of threading dislocations are energetically favorable.
We calculated a binding energy per threading dislocation length of 50 meV/�m against gliding of an edge
dislocation within a lineup of edge dislocations of parallel Burgers vector orientation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past decade, gallium nitride �GaN� emerged
from a poorly understood but promising material system to
the well-studied basis of manifold, mainly optical applica-
tions. From the very beginning, the impact of threading dis-
locations �TDs� on device lifetime and optical and transport
properties is a central issue in this material system.1 Thread-
ing dislocations act as centers of nonradiative recombination
and limit the efficiency of light-emitting devices.2,3 Although
heteroepitaxial GaN with dislocation densities around
109 cm−2 is suitable for the broad field of light-emitting di-
odes, more demanding applications like laser diodes or high-
mobility heterostructures need substantially lower defect
densities below 107 cm−2, which are provided by GaN bulk
crystals grown by hydrogen vapor phase epitaxy �HVPE�.
The core of TDs can be charged and influence charges in the
surrounding material.4 However, even without these charges,
the mere strain fields of dislocations can disturb the carrier
transport in two-dimensional electron gases �2DEGs�.5,6 This
effect can be amplified by the piezoelectric field generated at
quantum well interfaces.7 Consequently, knowledge about
the dislocation and strain distribution is crucial for the fabri-
cation of optoelectronic devices and of 2DEG-based elec-
tronic devices. The long-range ordering and alignment of
dislocations reported here need to be considered in device
manufacturing, especially for relatively small structures like
the active region of laser diodes.

The main results are presented in Secs. III–V. First, we
demonstrate that the single strain-dipole field of unperturbed
edge dislocations is oriented according to the six possible
orientations of the Burgers vector given by the hexagonal
crystal symmetry �Sec. III�. Next we discuss observed line-
ups of edge dislocations and, by comparing their strain field
with continuum elastic calculation, we demonstrate the or-
dering of the dislocations along the lineups �Sec. IV�. We
show that the observed patterns are energetically favorable in
a continuum elastic description of the interaction of thread-
ing dislocations �Sec. V�. These central sections are preceded
by a description of the bulk GaN samples and experimental

procedure �Sec. II� and followed by a discussion �Sec. VI�
and summary.

II. EXPERIMENT

For our investigations we use commercially available
bulk GaN crystals grown by HVPE along the �0001� direc-
tion by different manufacturers. Figure 1 represents a typical
microphotoluminescence ��PL� surface scan of the
0.35-mm-thick sample selected for this study. The integrated
near-band-edge intensity shows dark spots, where TDs pen-
etrate the sample surface. The dislocation density of 4
�106 cm−2 �averaged over all �PL scans at the sample� de-
termined by this means is in good agreement with the maxi-
mum density of less than 107/cm2 specified by the manufac-
turer. The diameter of the dark spots is about 1 �m �full
width at half maximum �FWHM��, which results from a
combination of carrier diffusion and the resolution of the
setup �0.6 �m�. All �PL measurements were performed at a
nominal temperature of 6 K with an excitation wavelength of
334 nm. The experimental setup is identical to the one used
in Ref. 8 except for a change of the microscope objective to

5 µm

a Int. Intensity b PL lineshift c PL lineshift

100% 75% 3470.3 meV 3470.8 meV

FIG. 1. Microphotoluminescence area scan across the �0001�
surface of a bulk GaN sample. �a� Integrated near-band-edge inten-
sity and photoluminescence line shift, represented by the first mo-
mentum ��b� in grayscale and �c� as contour plot� of the spectrum.
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an Ealing reflective objective �52�, numerical aperture
=0.65�.

Because of the small linewidth of the donor bound exci-
ton lines ��1 meV FWHM, see Fig. 2�b�� which dominate
the near-band-edge spectrum, we can detect small, strain-
related shifts �E in the photoluminescence �PL� energy.
Around each dislocation core, a dipolelike shift with an am-
plitude of about ±0.1 meV is detected �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��.
This energy shift is due to elastic lattice deformation8 by the
strain fields of edge- or mixed-type TDs �see Fig. 3�b��:
Symmetrically at one side of the dislocation the additional
lattice plane causes compressive strain, whereas at the oppo-
site side tensile strain is induced.

The measured energy shift �E �which is proportional to
the sum of the directional strains in x and y directions9 �xx
+�yy� is found to be in perfect agreement with an elastic
deformation model taking into account the free sample sur-
face and the resolution of the microscope. As described and
verified in Ref. 10, we use the first momentum instead of
fitting each spectral line for the determination of the ener-
getic shifts �E of the PL position. Figure 2 shows the near-

band-edge spectra �mainly donor bound exciton lines� along
a cut through a typical dislocation along the energy shift
dipole. The diminishing and energy shifting of the emission
around the dislocation core �at the vertical center of the
graph� are clearly visible.

Each dislocation �as seen in Fig. 1�, except for very close
pairs and few exceptions in other scan areas �not shown
here�, is associated with a strain dipole and is therefore of
edge or mixed type. The energy shift signature of pure edge-
and mixed-type dislocations with a corresponding edge com-
ponent is nearly identical, as the screw component of a dis-
location does not cause hydrostatic strain. Therefore it is not
possible to distinguish between the two types in �PL mea-
surements. So, in the following, the expression “edge dislo-
cation” is used synonymously for perfect edge- or mixed-
type dislocation with an edge component. Pure screw
dislocations are rare in these samples, which is in agreement
with other investigation techniques such as etch pit density
measurements and transmission electron microscopy �TEM�.

III. ALIGNMENT OF STRAIN DIPOLES WITH SIXFOLD
CRYSTAL SYMMETRY

As Fig. 3�a� demonstrates, due to the 120° in-plane sym-
metry of wurtzite GaN, there are six possible equivalent di-

rections for the �112̄0� edge dislocation Burgers vectors.
Therefore, there are six possible orientations of the associ-

ated strain dipole in �11̄00� direction, perpendicular to the
Burgers vector �see Fig. 3�b��. The edge component of a
dislocation’s Burgers vector can be determined by a Burgers
circuit in high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
�HRTEM� micrographs �Fig. 3�c��, in which the dislocation
core configuration is visible11 and the local strain in close
neighborhood to the core region can be determined.12

In order to determine precisely the orientation of the
strain field dipoles, we use a correlation method. A correla-
tion core pattern was generated, which represents the ex-
pected PL energy shift caused by the strain of an edge dis-
location as measured by a confocal microscope. The pattern
was derived from elastic deformation theory convoluted with
an �1 �m FWHM two-dimensional �2D� Gaussian function
to take into account the microscope resolution.8 We generate
a complex-valued core pattern by adding the imaginary i
times the 90° rotated core. With this complex core, it is pos-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Spectra along one
strain dipole induced by an edge- or mixed-type
dislocation. �a� shows a contour plot of the pho-
toluminescence spectra along the energy shift di-
pole main axis of the dislocation marked with a
black rectangle in Fig. 1. Spectra at four particu-
lar positions are drawn explicitly in �b�: A, far
away from the dislocation and thus undisturbed;
B and D, with maximum energy shift; and C, at
the dislocation core. The marks represent the
measured data points, whereas the solid lines are
derived from a multiline fit of the spectra with
three Lorentzian curves.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� illustrates the possible angular orien-

tation of the Burgers vectors �dark arrows: �112̄0�� of perfect edge
dislocations along the c crystal axis in wurtzite GaN. Dots symbol-
ize the hexagonal lattice sites. The grayscale image schematically

shows one possible �1̄100� orientation �light arrow� of the resulting
strain dipole �not in scale with the lattice points�. In �b� the corre-
lation of crystal planes �lines�, Burgers vectors �arrow�, and strain
dipole �grayscale image, not to scale with crystal planes� is visual-
ized. �c� shows a plan-view HRTEM image of such a dislocation

with a 1/3�112̄0� edge component �determined by a Burgers
circuit�.
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sible to determine the position and orientation of the dislo-
cation strain pattern simultaneously. The maximum absolute
value of a complex-valued 2D correlation marks the center
of the energy shift dipole, and the complex number’s angular
argument at the center is the sought-after dipole angle. For a
detailed description of the method, see Ref. 13. This method
works in analogy to the phase angle determination in a two-
phase lock-in amplifier.

We have tested this method for artificially generated, ro-
tated dipole patterns and found an angular resolution better
than ±2°. Only if the angle is closer than 10° to multiples of
90° will this method tend to assume an exact orientation in
90° directions due to the ambiguity caused by the limited
resolution, and the accuracy gradually drops to ±5°. The core
patterns used for the direction detection had a resolution of
0.25 �m/pixel �same as the �PL scans� and covered an area
of 13�13 pixels.

As the defect strain fields can overlap and superimpose
each other, which disturbs the direction determination, we
selected 126 freestanding dislocations from a scan area of
14 350 �m2 on our sample for the histogram shown in Fig.
4. The directional distribution of the edge component of the
Burgers vectors is shown in Fig. 4. One can clearly see the
sixfold symmetry of the preferential angular orientation,
which is exactly what is expected for the hexagonal symme-
try of GaN.

From the �11̄00	 cleavage planes of the sample, we deter-
mined the absolute orientation of the crystal axes in Fig. 4.

This orientation was later independently confirmed by x-ray
diffraction �XRD� measurements. As a result, we can unam-
biguously assign the dipolelike strain states to threading
edge- or mixed-type dislocations with edge component.

IV. STRAIN FIELDS AND ENERGY SHIFT

The dislocations tend to form patterns as shown in Fig. 5,
where edge dislocations of the same Burgers vector orienta-

tion form lines along the �11̄00� directions. We observe line-
ups with a length larger than 20 �m. We detect ten of these
structures with an overall length of about 78 �m in a total
scan area of 1.46�10−4 cm2, which corresponds to an over-
all density of 7�104 cm−2 and a line density of about
50 cm−1.

Next we demonstrate that the strain field causing the en-
ergy shift observed for these patterns is given by a linear
superposition of the strain fields of a string of edge disloca-
tions of the same orientation. Continuum elastic calculations9

are sufficient to describe the strain fields because the distance
between individual dislocations is large �
1 �m� compared
to the dimension of the dislocation core �
1 nm�. We are
dealing with edge dislocations threading along the c axis. For
an infinite crystal of hexagonal symmetry, the strain field of
an edge dislocation with Burgers vector

b =
1

3
�112̄0� �1�

is given by

�xx =
b

4�
y

�3c11 + c12�x2 + �c11 − c12�y2

c11�x2 + y2�2 ,
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Histogram of the angular dispersion of
the stress-related dipoles induced by edge dislocations. The ticks at
the outer circle mark the directions of the 126 evaluated dislocation
dipoles. The dark and light angular histogram accounts for 84 com-
pletely freestanding �undisturbed� dislocations and 42 dislocations
which might be slightly influenced by their neighbors, respectively.
The full angular circle is divided in 30° sectors, whereby the num-
bers outside each sector give the total number of dislocations
within. For better visualization, the shaded sectors are centered

around the �112̄0� directions, where dislocations should be absent,

and the unshaded sectors are centered around the �11̄00� directions
�lines�, in which one expects the dislocation dipoles.

5 µm

PL energy deviation from average

a

c

b

d

Integrated PL Intensity

-0.7 meV +0.7 meV100% 50%

5 µm

FIG. 5. �a� and �c� show the integrated near-band-edge intensity
of area scans at different regions on the investigated sample. The
adjacent contour plots ��b� and �d�� depict the energy deviations of
the near-band-edge PL from the same region, where every contour
level refers to 0.05 meV energy shift.
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�yy =
b

4�
y

− �c11 + 3c12�x2 + �c11 − c12�y2

c11�x2 + y2�2 ,

�xy =
b

2�

c11 + c12

c11
x

x2 − y2

�x2 + y2�2 ,

�zz = �xz = �yz = 0, �2�

in Cartesian coordinates �x � �112̄0� and y � �11̄00��. For the
calculations, we used a value of the Burgers vector of b
=0.3189 nm. The independent elastic constants cij for GaN
were taken from Ref. 14:

c11 = 390 GPa,

c12 = 145 GPa,

c13 = 106 GPa,

c33 = 398 GPa,

c44 = 105 GPa. �3�

The resulting hydrostatic volume change

�xx + �yy =
b

4�

2�c11 − c12�
c11

y

x2 + y2 �4�

forms a dipole field. From the strain field, the change in the
band-gap energy is calculated15 as

Eg
eff − Eg = �Eg = �a1 + b1��zz + �a2 + b2���xx + �yy� , �5�

with the hydrostatic deformation potential given by16

a1 = − 5.55 eV,

a2 = − 9.38 eV,

b1 = − 6.61 eV,

b2 = 3.55 eV. �6�

The strain �zz is zero for a Burgers vector in the a-b crystal
plane, and thus the energy shift distribution is proportional to
the hydrostatic strain dipole given by �xx+�yy in Eq. �4�.
Apart from the prefactors, the strain distribution for the
given symmetry is identical to that of an edge dislocation in
a crystal of cubic symmetry as long as the Burgers vector lies
in the anisotropic a-b crystal plane.

At the surface the crystal lattice relaxes in the z direction
and therefore �zz does not vanish. We simulated the effect of
this surface term on the energy landscape in a three-
dimensional simulation of a semi-infinite crystal.8 For the
penetration depth of the exciting laser at 334 nm, the limited
probing volume reduces the observed energy shift by a factor
of approximately 2 with respect to the bulk value. This factor
depends on the fraction of the near-surface probing volume
to the total probing volume, and thus, on the penetration
depth of the exciting beam.

The energy shift caused by an ensemble of edge disloca-
tions is calculated by linear superposition of the individual
strain fields. From the resulting hydrostatic strain, the energy
shift is calculated via Eq. �5�. The density plots in Fig. 6
show the observed and simulated energy landscapes for two
dislocation patterns: One is a linear array of approximately
equidistant edge dislocations �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��; the other
an intermitted linear array with a more complicated energy
pattern �Figs. 6�c� and 6�d��. Corresponding cuts along the
central axis of the dislocation lineups are plotted in Fig. 7.
Both figures together demonstrate that the shape of the en-
ergy shift can be modeled in the continuum elastic approach.
This comparison also shows that all edge dislocations form-
ing the individual lineups have the same orientation, with the
Burgers vector perpendicular to the line connecting the edge
dislocations. In this configuration the strain fields add up at
the end of the lineups, relaying strain over distances up to
several 10 �m.

Figure 8 shows cuts through the lineup main axis in the
PL energy landscape for different patterns ranging, from
single edge dislocations to a lineup of 19 edge dislocations.
It must be mentioned that the real PL energy shift �and thus
material strain� very near the dislocation cores ��1 �m�,
which are actually considerably higher, cannot be measured
directly by �PL as it is masked by the smoothing effect of
the microscope resolution. However, for distances of more
than 1 �m from the TD core, the confocal measurements
represent the strain landscape accurately. The individual dis-
location position can be determined either directly from the
dark spots in the intensity distribution or from a comparison
of the calculated and measured energy shift profiles. The
average distance of dislocations forming the lineups is about
1 �m. Despite this rather long distance, for interacting
threading dislocations the linear dislocation aggregates rep-
resent an energetically favorable configuration, as will be
shown in the next section. Since all strain dipoles in a dislo-

FIG. 6. Measured ��a� and �c�� and calculated ��b� and �d�� en-
ergy shifts of the donor bound exciton caused by arrays of edge
dislocations. The pattern shown in �a� corresponds to the lineup in
the lower left corner of Fig. 5�c�; the one shown in �b� is from a
different scan area not included in Fig. 5.
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cation lineup have the same orientation, the lineups can build
up considerable stress at the end of a line. As Figs. 8�a�–8�d�
show, the built-up strain can cause energy variations in the
range of 1 meV on a spatial scale of several micrometers,
which is four times as much as a single edge dislocation
inflicts �Fig. 8�e��. The strain fields of more than a dozen
dislocations add up and form large areas of enhanced strain
at the ends as well as almost completely relaxed material
parallel to the lineup.

V. DIRECTIONAL AND SPATIAL ORDERING

Here, we demonstrate that the observed patterns of edge
dislocations are energetically stable within the continuum
elastic model. In particular, we determined the energetic sta-
bility of a defect arrangement against glide or climb of the
threading dislocations by a calculation of the energy with
dependence on the position of one moving dislocation. To do
so, the strain of a pattern of dislocations as described in the

preceding section was calculated on a 2D grid of at least
10�10 �m2 with a point distance of 0.025 �m. As the dis-
location core represents a numeric singularity and the core
region is of no interest here anyway, we placed the disloca-
tion core in between the grid points. Then the free energy of
the strain field was calculated by summation over the local
energy:9

F = c11��11
2 + 2�12

2 + �22
2 � + 2c12��11�22 − �12

2 �

+ 2c13�33��11 + �22� + c33�33
2 + 4c44��13

2 + �23
2 � . �7�

For the present situation, only strain components within the
x-y plane are nonzero, and so the second line of Eq. �7�
becomes zero.

The potential of one dislocation in the strain field of an-
other dislocation of the same Burgers vector orientation is
plotted in Fig. 9�a�. The energy in the 2D simulation is given
per length of the dislocation. In this configuration, the two
dislocations generally repel each other. In Fig. 9�b�, the po-
tential along the vertical dashed line in Fig. 9�a� is plotted. A
motion along this line corresponds to gliding of the edge
dislocation. This potential has a local minimum when both
dislocations are horizontally aligned. The depth of the local
minimum can be considered as binding energy for this con-
figuration. This binding energy slowly decreases but still has
a large value of more than 15 meV/�m for a distance be-
tween the dislocations of 1 �m and larger. If there were
climb processes at work, the dislocation alignments would
not be stable as the two dislocations repel each other in climb
direction.

Two dislocations of opposite Burgers vector orientation
attract each other. They can form a dislocation loop and an-
nihilate each other.

A dislocation within a lineup of several dislocations of
equal Burgers vector orientation is stable against motion in
all directions. The potential of this configuration is shown in
Fig. 10, where one dislocation is moved in the strain field
generated by four dislocations at fixed positions. The poten-
tial has a local minimum in the center between the other
dislocations. The binding energy against gliding is conse-
quently positive and with 50 meV/�m more than three times
as large as in the case of two dislocations. The potential
along the line of dislocations also shows a minimum at the

FIG. 7. Cut along the line connecting the dis-
locations in Fig. 6. �a�–�d� correspond to Figs.
6�a�–6�d�, respectively. The dotted lines mark the
position of the individual dislocations used to
simulate the energy shift patterns.

FIG. 8. �a�–�d� show linear cuts through the PL energy land-
scape along dislocation lineups. �a� and �b� correspond to the domi-
nant lineups in Figs. 5�b� and 5�d�, respectively. The dotted vertical
lines with the attached dislocation marks indicate the assumed po-
sition of the single edge dislocations judging from the PL intensity.
�c� and �d� show similar cuts through different dislocation lineups
�not shown in Fig. 5� and �e� displays cuts through three freestand-
ing and thus undisturbed dislocations along the main strain-dipole
axis for comparison.
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center. In this model, a lineup of edge dislocations can be
dissolved only at the ends by a climb process of the outer-
most edge dislocations.

VI. DISCUSSION

First, we observe a sixfold symmetry in the orientation of
strain dipoles caused by single edge dislocations. While it is
obvious that the Burgers vector has one of six possible di-

rections b=1/3�112̄0� according to the hexagonal crystal
symmetry, it is still astonishing that this symmetry can be
observed on a macroscopic spatial scale three orders of mag-
nitude larger than the dimension of the dislocation core. This
is the case only if the crystal is unperturbed on this length
scale, i.e., if the dislocation density is low enough. While we
were able to measure the strain dipoles on several different
bulk GaN samples grown by different groups, we could
prove the sixfold orientation only for the sample with the
lowest dislocation density. For all other samples from differ-
ent sources, the number of solitary dislocations in a single
scan was too low to produce a significant statistic compa-
rable to Fig. 4.

The sample shows patterns of single edge dislocations,
where from a few up to 20 individual dislocations line up.
Within one lineup the Burgers vectors of every dislocation
have the same orientation perpendicular to the line. As a
consequence, the orientation of these lineups also shows a
sixfold symmetry. It is not unlikely that the dislocations
emanate from crystal grain boundaries in the initial growth
layers. TEM images of GaN samples with high dislocation
density suggest an ordering of dislocations along grain
boundaries �see, e.g., Ref. 17�. Yet when compared to those
samples, the distance between threading dislocations in our
sample is huge. The continuum elastic calculations still show
that the lineups are energetically favorable. With a binding
energy per dislocation length of several ten meV/�m, the
total binding energy of dislocations running parallel for a
few micrometers becomes so large that this configuration
could be stable even at growth temperatures. An annihilation
by recombination of two dislocations within one pattern is
impossible because of the identical orientation of the Burgers
vectors. So, independent of their formation, either at the ini-
tial growth step or through accumulation during the growth
of the several 100-�m-thick GaN layer, these lineups are
stable patterns. This will affect the further reduction of dis-
location during the growth of thick GaN layers and possibly
limit the achievable threading dislocation density.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we verify the expected dipolelike energy
shift around single edge �or mixed type� dislocations on a

FIG. 9. �a� Calculated potential of an edge dislocation in the
strain field of an edge dislocation of the same Burgers vector ori-
entation placed in the center. �b� Potential along the vertical dashed
line showing the local minimum for gliding. �c� Binding energy for
gliding as function of the distance of the gliding plane �dashed line�
from the fixed edge dislocation in the center.

FIG. 10. �a� Hydrostatic strain field for a pattern of four fixed
and one movable edge dislocations of identical Burgers vector ori-
entation. �b� Potential as function of the position of the movable
dislocation. �c� Binding energy for gliding along the vertical dashed
line in the center. �d� Potential along the horizontal line through the
four fixed edge dislocations.
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micrometer length scale. For the investigated sample with its
very low threading dislocation density, we were able to sub-
stantiate the discrete orientation of the dislocation dipoles

along the six �11̄00� crystal axes, which is in perfect agree-
ment with the orientation of edge dislocations with Burgers

vectors b=1/3�112̄0� given by the hexagonal lattice symme-
try. The absolute orientation of the dislocations matches the
expected directions derived from the cleavage plane orienta-
tions and measured by XRD. Furthermore, we encountered
long-range dislocation ordering over tens of micrometers
with an average next-neighbor distance of about 1 �m. At
the ends of these linear clusters, strain is accumulated, with
great impact on the surrounding material. The PL emission
of tens of square micrometers can be shifted up to 1 meV in
energy.

We demonstrate that the observed strain patterns can be
described in a continuum elastic model as a linear superpo-

sition of the strain fields of the individual threading disloca-
tions. We determine the stability of the dislocation patterns
against glide and climb of individual dislocations. From the
free energy of the strain field, the binding energy per dislo-
cation length against gliding of a single dislocation within a
lineup of dislocations of parallel Burgers vectors was calcu-
lated to be 50 meV/�m. As a result, the observed patterns of
dislocations are energetically favorable in the continuum
elastic model.
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